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14th May 2020 
 

Dear Parent/Carer, 
 
Re: Doodle Spell 
 
We have recently purchased a new programme to support children’s spelling. 
Alongside this cover letter there are two letters from ‘Doodle English and Doodle 
Spell’ that explains clearly how to download and access the programme. We have 
spent significant time researching and considering the purchase of this programme 
and we are excited about the many features and benefits it will have for pupils. 
 
The programme is similar to Reading Plus and Lexia in that it involves an 
assessment that then ensures your child will be working on spelling patterns and 
rules appropriate to their current level. Assessment is regular and the programme 
will incrementally challenge your child and widen their knowledge. 
 
The programme also: 
 

 Provides a standardised spelling age (Doodle age) 

 Works within the national curriculum 

 Provides enriching games and fun activities after the appropriate amount of 

learning is completed 

 Enables parents, as well as teachers, to track a child’s progress 

We have debated whether now is the right time to introduce a new programme. We 
think, given the context, your child will benefit from direct teaching and practice in 
spelling and it will enable us to continue at the level they achieve, when school re-
opens. 
 
As always, if you have any difficulties you can contact your child’s class teacher. Any 
hardware difficulties – access to ipads etc. - can be addressed to Mr. Cousins 
ict@ajs.hants.sch.uk. Technical issues with the programme should be 
addressed to the company as stated on their letter. 
 
We hope you and your child enjoy getting involved in Doodle Spell. Any feedback is 
welcome. 
 
Stay safe. 
 

 
 
IAN RIX 
Headteacher 
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